Property as Pension
Investor Education for
Expatriates

Introduction:
Learning
Financial
Literacy

How often in school do students learn the
basics of financial literacy?
The answer is probably rarely – if ever.
Schools educate young people on everything from English to
Maths, and Shakespeare to Einstein. Yet, financially, there is a great
deal of uncertainty around investment among the general public.
Often it seems that savvy investing is the realm of a select few, and
that certain people are just ‘better at it’ than others.
And this applies to adults as well: how many of us really understand
the finer points of investment, and the implications of pensions as
we move beyond borders? The finer points of investment – be it
property or on the stock market – are intimidating and often
downright scary.
What’s more, many expatriates, whether they be international
teachers, engineers or other professionals, are walking away from
the established strongholds of the UK Teacher Pension scheme or
other pension schemes and may not being making (or are unable to
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make) regular National Insurance contributions

view. It should also be based in a low risk, low

which will allow for a solid and predictable

eﬀort environment which is in a secure market,

retirement.

where transactions are bound by laws and

It may be fun and personally enriching to live

regulations.

abroad, but you are very much straying from

The UK is an example of a robust, secure

established paths and social safety nets. At the

market, and has a long history of performance –

same time, many expatriates are unaware of the

while at the same time not requiring much

potential for streams of income in retirement

eﬀort on the part of the investor. As we will see

from alternative sources. All of this is made

in the chapters which follow, there are layers of

more complicated and diﬃcult by being located

complication as the property portfolio grows.

overseas, and the implications are diﬀerent if

But an investor who starts twenty years before

one is outside the EU.

retirement will surely find this to be a rewarding

Property investment is also well known as being
a good source of income, but the
implementation of a property portfolio is
daunting. In this eBook, we aim to demystify
the ‘property as pension’ approach as we believe
it is the best route to a secure retirement for
those working outside their home countries. We
will cover the first steps, and sketch out the
diﬀerence between basic, intermediate and
experienced level investing.
Why Property?
Building a low-risk, diversified property
portfolio is a viable option, especially for those
outside established pension schemes, and it’s
easier than you think.
Essentially, while it is simple, it does require a
long term view. Twenty years is the approximate
length of time needed to establish a solid
portfolio. It is therefore not a sprint – and not
really a marathon either – because it should be
approached with a long term but persistent
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and hardy playing field.
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The Long
Term View

Some people start investing early, and
others start in their late thirties or early
forties.
While it’s never too late, it requires a long
term view.
Property investment is a long term game and requires 15 - 20 years
to complete –although it can be as little as 13 if you over-pay a
mortgage years for a mortgage to pay oﬀ.
It would be wise to think of a mature property portfolio as a
garden that has been planted with foresight and carefully tended
to.
The financial involvement of the investor comes in the form of the
deposit at the beginning. Tenants can pay your mortgages oﬀ,
eﬀectively earning you money every month. As an expat living
overseas, you have most probably paid oﬀ quite a few mortgages
belonging to foreign landlords. Whether it’s a penthouse in
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Singapore or a smart condo on its own private

The good news? You can assume that the value

island in Dubai, these are other people’s

of property in the future to be similar to today’s

mortgages and that money which was hard

prices in buying power. While the rent will

earned can never be recovered. By getting in on

increase, so will prices, so when you calculate

the property market, other people will help you

your future expenses based on today’s prices,

to acquire wealth.

that money is almost certainly going to have a

Long Term gains
Property value – house prices – can and do rise
and fall. The British media is obsessed with the

similar buying power – no matter the price of a
cup of coﬀee.
Diversification

rise of house prices and never fail to report the

Within the UK property market, a wise strategy

slightest shift in them. This can give the

is to seek to diversify your investments. This

impression that house prices might be volatile.

means to look for investments in diﬀerent sized

While no-one can ever say with certainty what

properties, diﬀerent locations, dif fe rent

will happen, it is a safe assumption that over the

countries and currencies. These combine to

longer period, as population increases and the

help the portfolio value hedge and protect

cost of living rising, rents and property values

against regional downturns: a variation on the

will go up. Ultimately, people need to live

old adage about eggs in baskets.

somewhere and that means renting a home.
Inflation Proof

Extra layers of growth
Once the portfolio has covered all the standard

Mu c h m e n t i o n i s m a d e i n i n v e s t m e n t

property bases, a good investment adviser can

promotional materials and on the internet of

help you to add extra layers of growth with the

‘the future value’ of an investment. This is very

potential for additional income from alternative

important: a cup of coﬀee which today costs $5

property concepts. These of course are more

may cost closer to $15 by the time you retire.

suited to advanced investors but include HMO

With bank deposit interest rates as they are,

(Houses of Multiple Occupancy), student

this means that the worst possible thing you can

property, distressed units and asset-backed fixed

with your money is to leave it in the bank!

return deposits.

This figure is usually arrived at as a calculation
made from compounding the increase of the
cost of living – to project a future price. A good
figure for reckoning this increase runs at around
6% per year.
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The Primary
Property

Newspaper financial pages are filled with
stories about the latest investment hotspots,
but it’s hard to know where to turn for
honest advice.
The first steps to property investment for almost everyone involve
finding a suitable property that will make a wise choice for a
buy-to-let.
Newspaper financial pages are usually filled with stories about the
latest investment hotspots, and for first time buyers this is
confounding and diﬃcult to make sense of. Many people find
themselves confused further by shifting goalposts on property
deposits, which change frequently following financial slumps and
the Chancellor’s Budget changes.
Leaving aside the financial aspects for a moment, there are a
number of common errors which are absolutely to be avoided:
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9 Mistakes to Absolutely Avoid
It is not immediately obvious whether a

which makes these areas eﬀectively far-flung
commuter belts for the capital.

property is for sale at a high price, and there

Poor location can also be a drawback. There is

can be high costs involved in some property

a well-repeated phrase used in the property

deals.

world: “location, location, location”. Some

Poor rental yield is another area which causes
problems. Rental yield is simply calculated as
the percentage of the purchase price that can be
r e co u p e d a n n u a l l y i n t h e f o r m o f r e n t
(regardless of any mortgage obligations). In
London this may be around 3 – 4%, whereas in
some other parts of England, especially in the
north, this can be higher at 5 – 6% (in some
locations it can be closer to 8%). It does not
matter whether the property you buy is costing
£150,000 or £1.5 million, the principle of rental

people assume this means being nearby a bus
stop or a train station, or a shopping mall. This
may be true for tenants, but for landlords with a
long term view, poor location means being
located outside of an area with an ‘economic
centre of gravity’, in which jobs and investment
are unlikely to come in the future. Even the
most aesthetically pleasing of properties can
flatline in value if the prospects of investment in
infrastructure or access to employment is not
nearby.

yield is paramount. Only look at properties with

Another

higher rental yield, and do not take your eye oﬀ

management company. As you will want to,

that goal for a moment. This is a central

in fact need to, rely on the services of a

principle in property investment.

property management company to look after

Many people are surprised to hear that Central
London has poor rental yield. Since most
first-time buyers assume that property in the
capital is the most desirable (and it certainly has
social cachet), it requires a deposit in the region

problem

is

an

expensive

your tenant and property, the merest percentage
point diﬀerence in management fee can take
too large a slice out of your profits. An
attractive fee runs in the region of under 12%
per year.

of £100,000 and will not repay you financially

In the same vein, a similar problem arises with

with rental yield on a like-for-like basis as well as

a n o v e r p r i c e d m o r t g a g e . D i f fe r e n t

proper ties in Birmingham, Shef fie ld, or

mortgages will have diﬀerent pricing structures

Manchester. That said, commuter towns outside

and, we have said before, this is not something

London are good value, as well as university

the majority of people have great literacy in or

towns and the cities of the Midlands which are

orientation towards understanding. Who is

benefitting from the relocation of global

reall y best placed to advise you on the

businesses out of London and the HS2 train link

implications of a fixed rate mortgage, when the
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bank is likely more interested in its own bottom
line?

What to look out for
In addition to the above mistakes which

Another valuable trick is knowing the power of

investors make, there are a number of other

over-paying a mortgage. If you are willing to

areas that expatriate investors need to be careful

allow all the rental income to repay the

in:

mortgage (which will exceed the amount
required by the bank each month), then you
potentially knock several years oﬀ the mortgage
period of your property. Thirteen to fourteen
years is a realistic timeframe.
Another problem involves personal bias:
buying in a location because you ‘know it’.
Knowledge of an area provides emotional
reassurance, but is almost guaranteed to blind
you to the area’s true investment potential.
Likewise, buying with family is not a wise idea.
A similar bias arises when we buy with our
heart, not our head, and where sober judgment
is suspended.
A lack of research ranks on this list of fails
because – usually – first-time buyers simply do
not know where to start. There are indices of
house prices and other statistics available, but

Expensive funding by way of mortgages: what
hidden charges are there in the mortgage, and
what are the penalties for early repayment? Is a
fixed-rate mortgage really such an attractive
idea?
People taking advantage of you being
overseas:

sadly, this is a fact of life and you

may encounter those who wish to take
advantage of your absence from the country.
Charges may be higher for those who are not
careful on everything from annual maintenance
to property management.
Bad Tenants: while the property management
agency should handle this for you, you will want
to aim mostly at professionals who have the
ability to pay the rent and are more likely to
look after your property.

few people really know how to access these in a

All new houses are backed by a ten year

meaningful way.

guarantee if you buy them in the UK. Poor

It is clear that you need an eﬀective team
around you to provide trustworthy advice in
navigating these areas.

build quality can be an issue, particularly bad for
luxury properties in the Middle East and
surprisingly common in even upscale
developments in Singapore. The UK housing
market, however, benefits from a National
Housebuilder’s Council warranty of ten years,
which will be a comfort to you long after the
‘defect rectification’ period has passed.
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Is there any reason why your property should go

If you buy one large property at £550,000,

up in value over time? Is there any ‘economic

Stamp Duty is at 8% which results in a bill of

centre of gravity’ nearby, or investment in the

£44,000. At a yield of 4% this gives income of

pipeline? These are important matters to be

GBP22,000 per annum.

clear about.

If you buy five smaller properties at £100,000,

Property investment companies sometimes

Stamp Duty is at 3%, resulting in a bill of

share information on these matters with clients,

GBP15,000. At a yield of 7% this gives income

although it’s never clear what is honest

of £35,000.

information and what is sales speak. On the
APW blog, our resident property expert Stuart
Williamson covers these topics frequently and
with transparency.
SDLT - Stamp duty land tax
When you purchase your property, there may be
a stamp duty tax to pay. This is a one oﬀ
payment that varies according to a few factors:
the cost of the purchase and whether it’s a first
home or a second home.
Stamp Duty Land Tax has now been removed
(in the November 2017 Budget) for first time

Purchasing the five smaller properties therefore
reduces your Stamp Duty bill by £29,000 and
increases your income by £13,000.
Distressed Properties
Distressed properties are properties which have
fallen into limbo: new, uncompleted properties
whose sale has fallen through due to divorce,
loss of job or a change of circumstances on the
part of the original buyer.
These are worth looking out for because they
present a couple of important benefits.

buyers on properties of up to £300,000.

There are two types of distressed property:

There are a number of other changes to read

The Distressed Complete property is one

about.

that is imminently nearing completion of the

Here’s a handy calculator to help you identify
exactly the amount you’ll have to pay.

development. In order to purchase it, a 50%
deposit is required. The remainder of the
purchase is financed via a Builder’s Loan which

S o i s i t b e t te r to o w n l o t s o f l i t t l e

is at zero percent interest. The guaranteed

properties? Or one larger?

rental income pays this of f over seven years,

Investors sometimes wonder if it is more tax
eﬃcient to buy larger properties or smaller
ones. Here’s a scenario:

leaving no income for the investor for that
period.
The Distressed Incomplete property is one
which is 24 months from completion, and again
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requires a 50% deposit with a Builder’s Loan to
pay for the remainder of the property.
In both cases, no rental income comes back to
the investor for seven or eight years.
Who then is the distressed property suitable
for?
This type of property actually has a number of
advantages:
• it allows for the rapid repayment of the debt,
meaning the property is owned outright in
seven years
• this eﬀectively represents the doubling of the
value invested over seven years, which may be
of interest to an individual in their sixties who
is looking to retire within a few years and
wants a financial boost quickly
• it requires no mortgage, which can be great
news for anyone concerned about their credit
score: no credit rating is required for this kind
of purchase
• it can actually help those who have a low
credit score, as it enables them to improve it
over time.
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Middle School
means
Diversification

The hallmark of the intermediate investor is
contained in one simple word: diversification.
Having acquired two properties of more, investors move along the
path steadily towards wealth and prosperity.
At this point, they graduate from being basic investors to
becoming intermediate investors.
Diversifying investments is a vital strategy which allows growing
investments to find greater security by the use of diﬀerent
locations, countries and currencies.
In short, don’t keep your eggs in one basket.
Increasingly, as a portfolio grows in size, it will be relied upon to
produce wealth in the future. Since the future movement of
currencies is unknown, and the future rise of property prices
unlikely to be consistent, it makes sense to make sure your
portfolio is not exposed to risk.
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The Rules

Tactics

As the intermediate investor starts to look

By diversifying, you also open up your portfolio

abroad for opportunities, there are two simple

to benefits around currency diversity, economic

but important rules to be observed.

variation and growth opportunities.

Firstly, only buy property where you can

A good case in point is the recent trouble that

legitimately own a property personally. Do not

the pound sterling has seen, following the 2016

be tempted or misled by sales spin. For instance,

Brexit referendum. This makes British property

rules on property ownership by foreigners in

rather discounted if bought with foreign money.

Thailand are severe and restrictive. As the bitter

It is likely the pound will recover in the long

joke there goes, you can pay for a property in

term, which makes property purchased now

Thailand but you can’t own it.

better value in the future, through simple

Secondly, only buy in a market where you can
sell your unit on to anyone, without any
restrictions. No matter how the sales material
may package these units, the inability to sell to
anyone on the open market will inhibit the
growth of the value of the unit and in worst

currency play.
Risks
There are of course risks, and some of these
benefits can go the other way and being
problematic.

cases may even prevent it from being sold. A

Firstly, your knowledge (or lack thereof) of the

number of prestigious and luxurious

marketplace can be a liability, and there can be

developments in the Middle East, which

some important points that are missed. The

headlined financial newspapers, have onerous

APW Investor Education portal contains

conditions attached (but not explicitl y

essential reading for any would-be investor.

publicised).

For those looking at the UK, this article

Related to this second rule is the question of

provides a good background on some of the

the rule of law. A market which is strongly

legal implications you’ll face in the United

bound by the rule of law will see solid values in

Kingdom.

real estate. Make sure you do not diversify so
widely as to end up with a dream property in a
tropical location – which can be taken over by
the island’s Governor at the whim of his pen.

Currency fluctuation can, of course, work
against you – and this is impossible to predict.
That said, the diversified portfolio of an
intermediate investor will be able to weather
these storms.
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Landlord Obligations
Once you’ve picked up the keys for your new
property, you will find yourself facing a new set
of obligations.
The upkeep of the property – as well as broken
items and wear and tear – will become your
liability. While new UK properties have a ten
year warranty, you can expect that there will be
occasional items to replace, such as a faulty
water heater or oven.
Fortunately, property management firms can
take care of all these matters for you. Look for
recommended property managers, who will
charge between 8 – 12% of the property rental.
They will be able to handle all matters in your
absence.
Additionally, landlords will have to pay for
ground rent and service charge on leasehold
properties.
Diﬀerent types of insurance are also your
responsibility, but good management companies
will be able to take care of this for the landlord.
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4

By the stage an investor has accrued several
properties and diversified the portfolio, she
or he has reached what can be considered

Graduating
Expert Investor status.
into advanced
Investment literature makes mention of 'sophisticated investors' or
property
High Net Worth individuals, and these are people who respectively
have experience in a diverse range of investments within a
concepts
portfolio; or individuals with assets of more than £200,000.

By this stage, diversification is certainly important, and the adage
of eggs in a basket becomes a problem at this stage. In fact, by now,
the smart expert investor will want as many baskets as possible.
At this stage in the journey, it is appropriate to start considering
alternative property concepts, which would be other wise
unavailable.
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Houses of Multiple Occupancy: HMOs

Why Developers Offer Bonds

HMOs are dwellings in which the rooms are

Why do developers oﬀer bonds? Developers,

subdivided between diﬀerent, individual

like investors, need capital to carry out new

tenants. Student accommodation is the classic

property builds. They have the option of using

example of an HMO.

bank financing for their development, but the

HMOs have a communal living space but
individual bedrooms fall under separate tenancy
agreements. Naturally, they are found in
abundance in university towns and cities. A

bank is likely to charge a high rate for this. This
is why they turn to sophisticated investors who
buy bonds in their development; it simply costs
less for them to raise capital in this way.

company to look for here is Grant Property,

By fronting the capital for the project from

who source townhouses in large student cities.

retail investors, they are able to pay these

They will renovate the property and add

investors handsome rates of return (and in

additional bedrooms.

today’s investment landscape, 10% is a

Besides the student market, HMOs for young
professionals also exist. Either segment is good,
depending on the location (and size of the
university town) due to the residual demand.
Property Retail Bonds
A Property Retail Bond allows you to access the
property market by investing in a property
development. This doesn’t result in you

respectable rate of return) while still paying less
in financing costs to the big banks.
Investor Security
While bonds are only suited to sophisticated
investors or High Net Worth individuals, there
are a number of built-in safety mechanisms
which protect investors in the event of financial
insolvency on the part of the developer.

becoming a landlord with a tenant, but you

Firstly, funds invested are held in what’s known

share in the ‘back end’ development – and

as a SPV – Special Purchase Vehicle. This is a

profits – of property, usually with an attractive

legal str ucture which means that if the

financial return.

developer becomes bankrupt, investors will

It works like this: starting at £10,000, a
property bond will allow you access the financial

have first legal charge over the assets, meaning
they are the first to be reimbursed.

growth of a property development over a fixed

On top of this, there is a Third Party legal team

period of 12-24 months. Bonds will pay in the

set up to manage the bond and its assets and

region of 10% for a term.

this will enable investors to be paid first.
While these are legal safeguards, the nature of
these bond is that they are unsuitable for
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unsophisticated investors, and the FCA requires

Na t i o n a l

that providers oﬀer them only to those who fit

Contributions

certain criteria. The definition of High Net
Worth, for instance, means that investors will
hold at least £200,000 in assets. Clients with a
couple of rental properties will already fit into
this category.
Streamlining for Retirement
Another issue that comes into focus when a
portfolio matures is streamlining for retirement.
As an investor you will need to make sure you
get the maximum return on your various baskets
of investments. You would want to be at a stage
where mortgages are paid oﬀ and the income is
entirely yours. You will need to plan backwards
from your desired retirement age to work out a
timeline for this.

In s u r a n c e

Vo l u n t a r y

Fi n a l l y, a v e r y v a l u a b l e a n d s o m e t i m e s
overlooked component of a portfolio is the UK
State Pension. This now requires full years of
contribution of National Insurance payments. If
you have been working outside the UK (and are
a British citizen or resident with a National
Insurance number), you will need to have paid
these contributions.
These contributions, however, are modest –
certainly in relation to the yield they will
provide. Furthermore, there are two types:
Class 2 and Class 3. By arranging to pay these
(and there are specific circumstances under
which you may do so), you make yourself
eligible for qualifying years of the UK pension.
This can add up to around £575 a month (at

You will also want to ensure that cash is not all

present prices, November 2017) and should not

tied in up a particular property and rather it is

be overlooked. These are voluntary and HMRC

spread across those which give the maximum

has full information on the conditions here.

rental yield. Areas to consider here are whether
capital growth (the potential for a property to

Buying through a Company

increase – and the type of property you source

Before getting into the advantages of creating a

to do that) is really more important than the

company structure to buy property through,

quantum of the revenue stream you will be able

there’s a need to be clear on whether you are a

to realise. There certainly is a distinction

trader or an investor. Here’s the diﬀerence:

between properties for capital growth and those
for revenue.
All this does require the expertise of a good
investment team to manage.

A property trader buys a property, makes
renovations and improvements, and sells it on
for a profit.
A property investor collects rent and watches
the value creep up over the years.
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Why investors use the Limited Company

Why using a Limited Company is not so

structure

convenient

There are three reasons why you might want to

There are a few drawbacks of using the limited

purchase your properties through a limited

company route.

company.
1. Taxation on profits is lower

Mortgage availability
The availability for mortgages for limited

If you rent out a property that is owned through

companies is not as wide as what is available for

a company, the profits are considered as

individuals.

Corporation Tax and this is set at 20%.
Whereas, profits that come to you as an
individual are added to your earnings and are
subject to Income Tax, which is higher.

While this is changing, and more and more
mortgages become available, buyers will still
have to provide details of their personal finances
to be scrutinised. Rates and fees are likely to be

Your tax liability is therefore half the amount if

higher on a mortgage for a company, but this is

you have a limited company holding the assets.

not the drawback it once was.

2. Tax treatment of mortgage interest

Dividend taxation

From April 2020, mortgage interest will no

If you have a limited company and you’re taking

longer be an allowable expense for individual

the money out of it, you will be taxed on these

property investors, who will claim a basic rate

as dividends.

allowance instead – but it will continue to be
allowable for companies that hold property.
As a result, if you pay tax at the higher
rate and you use mortgages to buy property,
your tax bill will be higher if you own property
in your own name rather than in a company.
3. Reduce the impact of inheritance tax
Property held by a company can avail of
diﬀerent devices such as trust structures and
shares, and this gives more options when
planning for (and reducing the impact of)
inheritance tax.

This can be quite a hefty burden: first your
company will be taxed Corporation Tax of 20%,
then you’ll be taxed 32.5% on the remainder.
Extra paperwork
You will have to deal with more accountancy
and paperwork on an annual basis – but this is
not a deal-breaker for most people.
The question of whether or not you should use
a Limited Company structure to buy a portfolio
of companies depends entirely on your personal
situation. Perhaps you’ll want to pass them on
to grandchildren, or you may prefer to sell them
oﬀ in later years.
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5

Tax
Implications
in
Retirement

What do the tax implications of multiple
ownership of property mean for you?
Essentially, the implications of tax are quite straightforward. Each
person in the UK has a personal allowance of £11,850 per year for
their income before they have to pay tax to the Inland Revenue.
Since mortgage costs can be deducted, this means that you would
need to be the landlord of a number of properties before you reach
this threshold.
What’s more, this tax allowance rises every year - the average rise
is £300, which is above the rate of inflation, so you won’t find it
encroaches on you over the years. In fact, your annual tax free
allowance will increase.
There are ways to mitigate this – married couples or civil partners
are able to combine their tax allowances to make a total of £23,700
per year. Non-resident landlords can apply to join the NLRS
(non-resident landlord scheme), which ensures that tax is not
withheld at source.
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For expatriate investors, tax should be declared
on the tax return if necessary and returned.

Own as individual or company?
This is one solution that investors sometimes

While this is the legal situation with the British

consider – buying through a shell company, or

tax authorities, naturally your country of

converting a portfolio into a shell company.

residence may also apply its own tax

While this is totally legal, the eﬀect on your tax

requirements, so that needs to be verified with a

burden depends on the situation.

tax professional in that country. Some countries,
such as Switzerland for example, tax individuals
on their worldwide income, and US citizens pay
income tax as well as in their foreign country of
residence.
Automatic Exchange of Information

Factors which aﬀect this are the number of
properties you acquire, whether you are
leveraging on existing properties and your
current tax bracket.
An additional point would be the question of
domicile: buying via a company would maintain

A word of caution: a relatively new development

you at ‘arm’s length’ from the UK, and you

among the OECD countries has resulted in the

would potentially avoid domicility issues. This

virtual elimination of tax havens.

article outlines the pros and cons, and when you

Since 1st January 2017, many jurisdictions

should consider ownership via a company.

around the world will automatically share all

These are sophisticated matters, but a tax

financial data with each other. They will send

adviser or a member of the APW team will be

and receive information on account holders,

able to oﬀer assistance on them.

account balances, incomes and debits, and
identifying tax numbers. This will be used to
ensure the right tax is paid to the right
jurisdiction.
By the beginning of 2018, the list of countries
will include expatriate hotspots such as the
UAE, Hong Kong, and Singapore, meaning that
accounts held here will be reported to the tax
authorities of all other jurisdictions. Traditional
tax havens such as Switzerland, Cayman,
Bermuda and the British Virgin Islands are also
participating.
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At APW we believe strongly in investor education, which when combined with
enabling and empowering individuals to take control of their retirement, enables
the creation of property investment portfolios which produce streams of revenue
in retirement.

End Note:
Towards the
Future

We are clear about the time this takes to accrue, the eﬀort, and the
patience required to make this happen.
We are also clear about the challenges and anxieties which concern our
clients. We understand that expatriates have relatively good incomes
and standards of living, but that accruing deposits or obtaining
mortgages can seem intimidating – and we have solutions in place to
make this much easier.
We hope that the information we've oﬀered in this book and on our
website is transparent, and useful - and our readers at the APW blog
certainly think so.
If you think we can be of service, we would be more than delighted to
speak with you by phone, video conference or in person.
Please don't hesitate to get in touch.
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APW
88 Wood Street
Barbican
London EC2V 7RS

+44 2038 974284

www.a-p-w.uk
info@a-p-w.uk
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